Coordinating Conjunctions #2

STEP 1: Review the Powerpoint “Coordinating Conjunctions.” All Powerpoint slides are located at the Writing Center webpage (http://youngamericans.libguides.com/writingcenter) under the DLAs tab. Read through and understand the slides.

***Remember, you can ask questions at any point in this process. Write down your questions as you go along, or go and ask a tutor each time you have a question. This is a self-paced activity, so make it work for you.

STEP 2: Correct the sentences below. If you feel a sentence is correct as is then write “Correct” in the space available. Some sentences might need multiple corrections, so make sure to correct the sentences completely.

STEP 3: Once you’re done, see a tutor to go over your answers and to answer any questions you may have. Have the tutor sign the bottom of the exercise, hold onto the exercise so that you have a study guide throughout the term, and then, submit all completed exercises to your instructor at the end of the term.
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1. I’m a vegetarian yet I love hamburgers.

2. It's a sad day when you find out that it's not accident or time or fortune but just yourself that kept things from you.

3. Man is the only animal that laughs and weeps for he is the only animal that is struck with the difference between what things are and what they might have been.

4. The mind plays tricks on you but you play tricks back!

5. It’s tough to stay married my wife kisses the dog on the lips yet she won't drink from my glass.

6. She must have been tired for she fell asleep the moment she inclined her head.

7. As every teacher knows, the numerical mark changes the entire experience, and meaning of learning it introduces a fierce competition among students by providing sharply differentiated symbols of success and failure.

8. I wanted to spend my entire summer reading books, but I had to get a job.

9. I want to eat at the new Chicago pizza joint, or at a steakhouse.

10. I have neither done the dishes nor the laundry so I’ll definitely get grounded.